
Hygge 5 Day Home 
Pack 6



Hook: Go on a twig hunt
Go for a daily walk and see how many sticks you can collect.
-Who can collect the longest/ Shortest stick?
-How can you measure a curvy stick?
Can you turn any of your sticks into a stick person. What other natural materials could you
use for it's hair, eyes, clothing? Could you create a family or some friends for your stick
person to play with. 
-Take your twigs home and paint them. Let them dry and then display in a vase.
-Group your sticks into multiples of 2's, 10's or 5's and do some counting. 
-What 2D shapes can you create using your sticks?
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Hook: Find a Tree
Head outside with your pencils and some paper and find a tree that you like the

look of. What do you like about it? Do you notice any signs of wildlife living
there? How does the bark feel? Can you use some crayons and do some bark
rubbing? Can you get your arms all the way around the tree to give it a hug?
Take a photo of the tree and then do a drawing of how the tree looks. Try and
label your tree with the different parts of it (e.g: bark, branches, leaf, bud). Re-
visit the tree throughout the year and repeat the activity. Talking about how it's
changed and predicting what will happen next. Don't forget to look up at the

tree canopy!
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Hook: Go on an adventure
 

Take a walk in your local area or go on an adventure. As you walk talk about
the streets you walk on, the places you pass, the name of the places, door

numbers and signs the children recognise. You could take some photos along
your route and print them off when you get home to then put in the correct

order. Why not also make a map on paper and give to someone else to follow. 
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Hook: Take a look at the packaging in your bin. 
Can you make an alphabet scrapbook using the packaging around your home?

You might use magazines, junk mail or cardboard food packaging. 
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Hook: A Birds Nest
Can you design and make a nest just like the birds have done? What could you

use? Could you make a little bird to sit in your nest when it's finished. 
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